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Abstract

An image�based virtual reality �VR� system� the panoramic stereo imaging �PSI� sys�
tem� is proposed in this paper� Traditional image�based VR systems can not to produce
stereo views and dos not give the viewer the feel of realistic �D depth� The proposed PSI
system uses a stereo camera set to capture the stereo image pairs simultaneously� and pro�
duces the stereo panoramic images by using the camera parameters obtained from camera
calibration� Furthermore� our PSI system can construct the clear stereo views from the
complete�focus images� With both the stereo and complete�focus features� our PSI system
provides more realistic and clearer views images than other image�based VR systems do�

� Introduction

Virtual reality has become one of the hottest commercial and research topics��� ��� The virtual
reality �VR	 world building is the major time
consuming work for establishing the virtual
reality environment� The image
based approach �eg�� Quick
Time VR��� �� �	 and the model

based approach �eg�� �D Studio	 are commonly used for building the VR world� The model

based approach constructs the �
D models of the real world objects �rst and then reconstructs
the VR images by rendering the �
D models� The model
based approach produces good picture
quality but the �
D models building is a tedious work� On the other hand� the image
based
approach builds the panoramic VR views by seaming the photographs of the real world directly�
and enjoys the advantage of easy and fast VR world building�

However� the image
based VR world building approach has some problems described as
follows�

�� Hard to produce stereo images �

In the image
based approach� no �
D models are established� and hence it�s hard to
produce stereo views for human stereo perception�

�� Hard to focus everywhere �

Most of the image
based approach perform best for scenes containing no near object�
When establishing the VR world containing nearer objects� the out
of
focus problem
occurs�

�The conference version of this paper is at Proceeding of RAMS���� The Second Workshop on Real�Time and

Media Systems� July� ����� Taipei� Taiwan� ROC�� pp� ��������
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Figure �� The IIS head�

�� Hard to travel within the virtual reality world arbitrarily�

�� The object occlusion problem�

This paper presents a Panoramic Stereo Imaging �PSI	 system which takes the images from
a stereo camera set� eg�� the IIS head��� �� �� �� ��� ���� and provides clear stereo views of the
VR world� While the IIS head is not a prerequisite to our PSI approach� it does serve as
an excellent experimental tool in our initial experiments for system design and performance
assessment� Figure � is the photograph of the IIS head� Just as that done by most image

based VR systems� our PSI system seams the surround views automatically to build the VR
world� The unique feature of our PSI system is that it can provides complete
focus stereo
views without building �D models� by using an auto
focusing technique to select the correctly
focused image for each pixel�
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� Preliminary Review

This section brie�y reviews the panoramic imaging system� There are two commonly used
method for creating such panoramic images� The �rst one is to use a panoramic camera�
The panoramic camera has the capability to capture the ��� degrees panoramic image with
one shot� The advantages of using the panoramic camera are that it is easy to capture the
panoramic picture and the panoramic imaging system can easily create the panoramic view
by using the panoramic picture� However� the panoramic camera is quite expensive and is not
popular for virtual reality world builders�

The second way for creating panoramic images is to use a general
purpose o�
the
shelf
camera� Most panoramic imaging systems� such as the famous QuickTime VR system� create
the panoramic view by capturing a series of overlapped shots using a �mm �lm camera and a
customerized tripod rig� Alternatively� video or digital cameras can be used� The panoramic
imaging system sticks the overlapped shots on a cylinder or a sphere and generates the ���
degrees panoramic images accordingly� The advantage of the second approach is that the
general
purpose camera is cheap and popular� but the di�culties of this approach are that
the panoramic imaging system should have the capabilities to warp the input images and to
stick the images on the proper position of the cylinder or the sphere� Furthermore� the virtual
world builder need to make sure the the rotation center� when capturing the overlapped shots�
is located at the lens center of the camera�

� Panoramic Stero Imaging �PSI� System

This section presents the detail of the proposed PSI system� In order to generate the stereo
views� two cameras are used for simultaneous image acquisition� Figure � shows the block
diagram of the PSI system�

��� Stereo Image Acquisition

The �rst step of image
based VR world building is to capture the panoramic images� In our
initial experiments� images are taken with the two cameras on the IIS head when the IIS head
rotates ten degrees step by step� and the rotating center is the same position as the center of the
left camera� For each step� seven image pairs with di�erent focus settings are captured� which
are indexed from � to �� and the image pair with index � has the nearest focusing distance�
After the stereo images acquisition process� a sequence of images IMc�f�r are obtained� where
the possible values of c �camera selector	 are left and right� the range of f �the index of the
focal distances	 is from � to � and the angles of r �rotation	 is from � to ��� degrees� stepped
by �� degrees� In our experiment� the rotation angle is limited to the range of � to ��� degrees
due to the panning capability of the IIS head�

��� Generating of Complete�Focus Images

For each camera and each orientation� seven images with di�erent focal distances are captured
during the image acquisition process� Our PSI system generates the complete
focus images
by selecting the correctly focused image for each pixel� This process contains two stages� the
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Figure �� The block diagram of the panoramic stereo imaging system
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gradient calculation and the medium �ltering� The gradient calculation stage uses equation ��	
to calculate the gradients of each pixel�

G�c�f�r��x� y� �

n��X

n���

jIM�c�f�r��x� n� �� y�� IM�c�f�r��x� n� y�j

�jIM�c�f�r��x� y � n� �� � IM�c�f�r��x� y � n�j� ���

where the �x� y	 is the x and y coordinates of the pixel in the image�

For each pixel� the index of the focal distance is selected if its corresponding G�c�f�r��x� y	
is maximum among all focal distances� The selection function is de�ned in ��	�

F�c�r��x� y	 � max
f

G�c�f�r��x� y	 ��	

Due to the blurring e�ect caused by out
of
focus� the result of ��	 is noisy especially on
the boundaries of the objects with di�erent distances and with di�erent intensity� Therefore�
a medium �lter de�ned in ��	 is used for removing the noises on object boundaries�

F �
�c�r��x� y	 � medium��i�����j��F�c�r��x� i� y � j	 ��	

Finally� a complete
focus image is generated by using equation ��	�

IF�c�f�r��x� y	 � IM�c�F �
�c�r�

�x�y��r��x� y	 ��	

��� Image Warping

Since the panoramic image is mapped to a cylinder� the complete
focus image IF should be
warped to be �tted on the cylinder� Furthermore� due to the optical lens of the cameras are not
perfect� the distortion due to the optical lens also need to be compensated during the warping
process� Since the IIS head used in the PSI system has been calibrated� and the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the camera are available� the image warping of the PSI system is easy
and accurate�

��� Image seaming

Next� all warped images should be seamed to generate a panoramic image� The relative
orientations of each images are available in the camera parameters� and our PSI system uses
the orientation information to calculate the o�sets of the adjacent images� Some pixels in the
panoramic image are only covered by one warped image� and some pixels in the panoramic
image are covered by two adjacent warped images� We de�ned the pixels covered by two
warped images as the transition pixels� The value of transition pixels is the linear combination
of the values of the corresponding pixels in both covering images�

��� Generation of Stereo Views

Both the right
eye and left
eye panoramic images are constructed by using the previous pro

cedures� Users can see stereo views produced by the PSI system through a pair of stereo
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Figure �� Two images with di�erent focus settings�
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Figure �� A complete
focus image�

glasses� and control the viewing position and orientation through a �
D mouse� The turn
left�
turn
right� turn
up� turn
down� zoom
in and zoom
out functions are all available in our PSI
system with a natural and user
friendly way�

The distance between the left and right cameras determines the disparity between two
eyes of the stereo movie� However� the distance between two cameras may not be the same
as the distance of human left and right eyes� and due to the zoom
in function of the PSI
system� users may feel uncomfortable when gazing at the near objects if the disparity of the
PSI system is �xed� Fortunately� when the PSI system making the auto
focused images� the
roughly distance of each pixels can be obtained� Thus� the proposed PSI system has the
capability to automatically determine the comfortable disparity of the stereo views when the
user is looking at any object�

� Experimental Results

Several pictures are shown in this section to illustrate the process and the results of our PSI
system� Figure � shows two of the original images captured by the camera of the IIS head with
di�erent focal distances� Since the distances of the objects in the images are di�erent� none of
the images contain clear image of every object� For example� in Fig� ��a	� the bookshelf is clean
but the nine
dot calibration plate is blurred� On the other hand� the bookshelf in Fig ��b	 is
blurred and the calibration plate is clearly imaged� Figure � shows an complete
focus image
generated by our system� All objects in the complete
focus image are clear and sharp� The
result of the seaming process is shown in �gure � Figure � shows a user touring the VR world
with our PSI system by using a stereo glasses and a �
D mouse�

Another experiment on creating outdoor panoramic stereo images is described below� Fig

ure � shows three shots of the images for the left eye� The warped images are shown in �gure �
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�a	 A complete
focus image viewed by the left eye�

�b	 A complete
focus image viewed by the right eye�

Figure � A complete
focus stereo view seen on the screen by cutting o� from the panoramic
stereo image pair�

Figure �� The photograph of a user using the PSI system�
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and the seamed image is shown in �gure �� Finally� the whole panoramic stereo images are
shown in �gure ���

� Conclusions

A panoramic stereo imaging �PSI	 system is presented in this paper� The PSI system generates
stereo panoramic stereo view from a series of images� Clear images �or complete
focus views	
are constructed by using the gradient maximization and the medium �lter� Due to the stereo
and the complete
focus features of our PSI system� the image
based virtual reality system
becomes more attractive than before�

In the current implementation of our PSI system� the rotation center for capturing the
panoramic images is at the same position as the lens center of the left camera� Because the
rotation center is not at the same position as the lens center of the right camera� the distortion
of the images for right eye due to the disparity occurs� This distortion can be alleviated by
rotating with respect to the middle point between the two cameras� and by appropriate image
warping�

Moving objects can cause problems for image
based virtual reality system� We are currently
working on solving this problem by using video� or more precisely� multiple images with same
viewpoint� Hopping discontinuity is another open problem for the image
based virtual reality
systems� In the future� we intend to solve this problem by generating �D model using the
stereo image pair�
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Figure �� Warped images of the panoramic images for left eye�
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Figure �� Seamed images of the three panoramic images for left eye�
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Figure ��� Seamed images of the panoramic stereo images for left �a	 and right �b	 eyes�
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